Abstract. Clock bias prediction model is established in this paper based on the characteristics of BDS/GPS dual-system, so faulty satellite can be better detected and identified by applying clock bias prediction value into pseudorange equation. Experiments have proved the robustness of this algorithm because fault detection and identification rate is not reduced by additional redundant information in the condition of sufficient available satellites; meanwhile, fault detection and identification rate is significantly improved in the condition of insufficient available satellites.
Introduction
Receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) algorithm mainly solves two problems: faulty satellite detection and identification. In 1988, Brown proposed RAIM algorithm using maximum solution separation [1] . However, mathematical analysis process of this algorithm is complex, and fault detection threshold is difficult to be determined. Thereafter, domestic and international scholars have carried out extensive research on RAIM algorithm, and put forward methods such as Least Square Residuals [2] , Optimal Parity Vector Algorithm [3] , etc. However, in harsh environment such as canyons, dense forests and areas surrounded by high-rise buildings, insufficient available satellites reduce the availability of RAIM algorithm [4] . Barometer, inertial navigation parameters or receiver clock bias are usually adopted to improve RAIM algorithm availability. Comparatively, clock bias-based algorithm is more flexible, more economical and more convenient. Different clock bias prediction models have been proposed to assist RAIM algorithm [5, 6, 7] . However, these algorithms are mainly applicable to single system receiver, and multi-system navigation has become a trend with the development of GPS, BDS, GLONASS and Galileo satellite navigation systems. BDS/GPS dual-system is most widely used in China, combining GPS, which has the greatest number of users, and BDS, which is constructed independently by China. Based on the characteristics of BDS/GPS dual-system, a new clock bias-based RAIM algorithm is presented in this paper.
Clock Bias Prediction Model
Two clock bias exist in BDS/GPS dual-system: BDS clock bias BDS dt and GPS clock bias BDS dt . The clock of two systems can be unified in BDS/GPS dual-system [8] : 
 and e  represent root mean square error of  and e respectively. t  , the difference of clock bias between GPS and BDS system, can be figured out based on measured data. Figure. 1 shows that c t   curve ( c represents light velocity) changes along with epoch. The curve shows that, in general, t  is relatively stable and linear with epoch. So t  can be regarded as a linear curve, and parameter 0 A and 1 A are invariant within a certain period. Based on positioning information in previous epoch, parameter 0 A and 1 A can be obtained by curve fitting using -  filtering method, and then the value of t  in the next epoch can be calculated.
Experiments show that the error is stable between -3 meters and 2 meters. Fig. 2 shows the result of curve fitting and Fig. 3 shows curve fitting error.
Clock Bias-Based RAIM Algorithm
Clock bias-based RAIM algorithm includes availability judgement of the algorithm, pseudorange equation expansion, faulty satellite detection and identification.
Pseudorange equation expansion
When the number of available satellites is N, pseudorange equation of BDS/GPS dual-system is:
In Eq. 4,  is pseudorange error. It is Gauss distribution with zero as mean value and  as standard variance. Pseudorange vector y , observation matrix H and vector to be estimated x are defined as follows:
In Eq. 5,
Faulty satellite detection
Based on the expanded pseudorange equation, the least square residual vector can be obtained:
In Eq. 6, vector v contains pseudorange deviation of faulty satellite, which can detect faulty satellite. The sum of squared residuals is:
Compare  with detection threshold: If  is greater than detection threshold, faulty satellite exists; otherwise, there is no faulty satellite. 3. Faulty satellite identification If a faulty satellite exists, it is identified by maximum likelihood estimation method based on Eq. 8:
. If the statistics i w of certain satellite is the largest, this satellite is identified to be faulty. 
Experiment
To evaluate detection and identification performance of this algorithm in different conditions: different faulty satellite numbers or different fault degrees, faulty satellite numbers and different fault degrees are set, and Monte Carlo simulation is conducted for 10 thousand times using clock bias-based RAIM algorithm and RAIM algorithm without the assistance of clock bias respectively in BDS/GPS dual-system. Different available satellite numbers are set in this experiment: 9, 13, 15, 19, 21 and 23. In fault detection function, false alarm rate setting is -5 10 / h and 6m
 
referring to the requirements of ICAO (the International Civil Aviation Organization). Regarding fault degrees, when fault bias is less than critical bias bias p , undetected rate exceeds allowable value; and when satellite number and false alarm rate is determined, bias p is determined [9] . Therefore, the fault degree applied in the simulation adopts bias p as a reference. Simulation results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 shows that when there is only one faulty satellite, fault detection and identification rate of both clock bias-based RAIM algorithm and RAIM algorithm without assistance of clock bias is more than 99% in most cases. The condition of multi-satellite fault detection and identification indicates that the overall rate is also very high. When fault bias is not less than critical bias, the rate is more than 90% except for few conditions of insufficient available satellites. The fault detection and identification rate even exceeds 99% especially when satellite number is more than 20, close to the rate of single satellite. However, even if fault bias is small and less than the critical bias, the rate has reached more than 88% in the condition of sufficient available satellites (not less than 15). As a result, this algorithm has good robustness.
Comparing with Table 2 , fault detection and identification rate of clock bias-based RAIM algorithm is better than that of RAIM algorithm without clock bias assistance in the condition of insufficient available satellites. This is because clock bias-based RAIM algorithm improves system redundancy, which has similar effect with adding an available satellite to the system, and thus fault detection and identification rate is improved. The improvement is especially obvious in the condition of insufficient available satellites. To do a research on the improvement of fault detection and identification rate using clock bias-based RAIM algorithm in the condition of insufficient available satellites, the setting of available satellite number is 6. One of these satellites is set as faulty satellite by adding deviation in the pseudorange. The deviation increases from 1 m to 100 m and step length setting is 1 m. Faulty satellite is identified by clock bias-based RAIM algorithm and RAIM algorithm without the assistance of clock bias respectively. The fault identification rate is shown in Figure. 4 and Figure. 5. Figure. 4 and Figure. 5 show that in the condition of insufficient available satellites, clock bias-based RAIM algorithm is more sensitive to the deviation. It can not only reduce fully-identified deviation from 54 m to 43 m, but also improve fault identification rate in the condition of the same deviation.
Summary
This paper proposes clock bias-based RAIM algorithm in BDS/GPS dual-system, using clock bias prediction value to increase system redundancy. The algorithm has been proved to have the following advantages from experiment results: in the condition of sufficient available satellites, fault identification rate is basically the same with the result of RAIM algorithm without clock bias assistance. Since the result is not influenced by additional redundant information, the proposed algorithm has good robustness; in the condition of insufficient available satellites, this algorithm is more sensitive to fault than traditional algorithm. It reduces fully-identified deviation threshold and improves fault identification rate; for BDS/GPS dual-system, traditional algorithm realizes faulty satellite detection by minimum 6 available satellites, and identification by minimum 7 available satellites. However, clock bias-based RAIM algorithm can realize faulty satellite detection and identification by minimum 5 and 6 available satellites respectively, which improves the availability of RAIM algorithm.
